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THE CHAIRMAN: Although the Czechoslovak Delegation is, not represented we

had better start. We have in front of us a draftreport of the

Rapportour's which gives a preliminarynotion of the course to be

adopted in regard to a couple of the points raised, and goes on, as an

appendix, with a redraft of article 26. What procedure would the

committed prefer? That we should first of all ask the Rapportour to

give any such preliminary explanation as he wishes on any part of his

prefatory passage and then to an to discuss tho redraft of Article 26

in detail? Would that be regared as suitable? If nobody has any

alternative suggestion I will ask the Rapporteur to say anything he

wishes to say by way of, supplementing the first four pages of this

document.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Tho purpose has been to note as many of the general and

specific points of agreement or ociment as were made in the sessions of

the sub-committee. With respect to item A (2) on the first page, it

might be said that subsequently the Czechoslovsk Delegate submitted an

explanatory note which unfortunately we were unable to get into this

report in its present statt. That explains the reasons for the

Czechoslovak amendment which was suggested. Item A (3) is a matter

of general agreement that something in the nature of Articles 26 and 27

be retained. Item A (4), I think, is self-explanatory. The points

with respect. to Article 26 might require some comment. The redraft, it

will be noted, attempts ta meet with the suggestions under B(2) and B(3).

No alteration has been made to allow for anything in connection with

Articles 8 and 9 9with respect to the purchase of commodities by a govern-

ment department which are not for rc-sale. -Ve, are prepared to discuss

that point a little further. It is felt that there is no particular

attempt here with respect to national treatment, which is the idea of

Article 9, and this is meant to be a counterpart of Article 8 in terms of

m.f.n. treatment. The point raised in connection with B(6) is one of

general applicability not only to sections dealing with quantitative
2
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restrictions but also together actions of the draft charter, and we felt

that at the present timo, when the charter is subjected to considerable

scrutiny on the part of various committees from various points of view,

the matter of consistency is one that might be left to the Interim Drafting

Committee to see that appropriate cross-reforences and relationships are

established, as between these provisions of the draft chartor and other

provisions. That seems ta us a general problem which will have to be

oped with in due time. We thought that group would be the one most

suitable for that purpose. The question raised with respect to the third

sentence of Article 26, section 1, was that that third sentencemight be

omitted because it would seen to establish a more inequitable burdon on

state enterprises as compared with private enterprises, and we have set

forth here some reasons which we feel are applicable as considerations

directed towards keeping the third sentence which is under discussion.

That is to be found over on the fourth page, particularly item B there

at the top. I think that is fairly self-explanatory. The matter, of

course, is subject to discussion.

THE CHAIRMAN: Might I at this point ask whether itmight be convenient to

pass from the section of the preface which deals with Article 26 to the

revised text and then turn to Article 27 later? It might perhaps be best

for the order of discussion. Shallwe, then, pass'to your re-draft

of Article 26 and then we might have a discussion on the prefatory part

regarding Article 26, and then on your new taxt? If it is agreed, we

might do that. Would you like to go on to discuss your re-draft of Article

26 new?
THE RAPPORTEUR (Mr Armstrong): We made a small alteration in the phraseology -

a matter of style. The. original starts off, "If any member establishes".

We thought we might put it mare positively, "Any ember establishing", and

so on. That alteration is self-explanatory and we think it is in accord

with the suggestions made at the previous meetings. The change in

paragraph 2 has been made in accordance with thesuagestions at the
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previous meetings. The item which would appear particularly subject.

to discussion is the third sentence of paragraph 1.

THE CHAIRMAN: ThanK you. May I now ask delegatos for any remarks they

would like te make upon either the preface relating to Article 26 or

to the re-draftod text? I had one point that I would like to raisemyself

on Article 26. We have, I think, agreed that preforential state trading

margins are to be negotiable in the some way as preferential tariffs. I

think there is a cerellary to that: that just as preferential tariffs

remaining after the tariff negotiations are made subject to an exception

from the m.f.n. rule in Article 8, so, I tale, it, one would need to

attach to Article 26 an exception in favour of a static trading preferential

margin in so far as it remains after the negotiations. Is not that so?

MR JOHSEN (New Zealand): I think that is perfectly right, yes. I think

also you would probably have to provide horsefor possible discrimination
for exchange reasons so far as imports are concerned.

TBE CHAIRMAN: Do we have anything corresponding to that in the private trade

section? Is not that again to be covered to some extent by such, things

as quantitative restrictions on balance of payments grounds the

provisions for the transitional period? Is not that the analogy?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): As long as it is covered, that is all right.
THE CHAMAN:

There is a cross-reference to section c. somewhere. It is suggested it

should be widened so as to cover all the other relevant provisions of

the charter.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That is only in respect of monopolies.

THE CHAIRMAN: Oh, yes, I soc. Perhaps we may need a cross-reference, then,

with 26 as well, to cover, as it werc, what you ray have to do in the

transitional period while there are special balance of payment situations

and inconvertible ourrencies. I should lilce to invite further views upon

that.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Just how would you word that? I am not quite clear as to

how you would handle it.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): You might may something along these lines:
"Nothing in this lrticlc shall preclude :tho application by a state

4
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trading enterprise of discriminatory practices provided such practices are in

conformity with other articles or other solutionsof the Charter."

MR HAWKINS (USA): To get your analogy, the only preferences that would exist as

regards tariffs would be those remaining after existing preference hadbeen

deal with on the agreed date - 1939 or any other date on which the negotiations

took place inother words, remaining after negotiation. You do not want too

phrase this as to permit the position of any now preference in state trading

operations to any extent desired. You must have a starting point for this

If, there were no preferences given now thore would be no occasion for it.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It would have to be consistent with the remaining

Articles.

MR HAWKINS(USA): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is a possible case where there is a change from a prefit

basis of tradiig, with tariffs, to state purchasing marging, and I take it that

where a preferential tariff existed before that change a proeferential margin

wouldbe regarded as an existing preference for the purpose of that provision.

Isnot that so?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I should think. that would be the position.

MRHAWKINS(USA) The only point Iam trying to .like is that if you care going

to have an analogy the analcgy should be complete. As regards preferences,

there can be ne new preferences evolved beyond those existing on the date agreed

as a starting point, whatever it- may bc - July 1939 or any other date -

and those existing on that agreed date willbe subject to negotiations. Then

your exception covers any remaining after the negotiations. As long as the

analogy is kept straight through as regards state trading preferences then I think

it is all right.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes,

MR HAWKINS (USA): It is goins to be a little hard. to draft that, I am afraid.

MR JOINSEN (New Zealand): Yes; I think you have got to relate it generally to. the

othor provisions of the charter.

MR HAWKINS (USA): I think that possibly the best way would be to make provision

in the other section.
5
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THE CHAIRMAN: I was wondering about that, because we have so far moved the

other way; we have rather tended to shift everything to this state trading

section. There is also this point. I think it is here in 26 that you lay

down the principle of quality of treatment in commercialconsiderations;

so that on the face of it it seems to be rather there that any qualification

for the romaining preferential margins should come in. Of course, I suppose

it js arguable that under commercial considerations the very fact that there

is a preferential margin left would influence a commercial firm and therefore

should influence a state trader in exactly the same way. But I am not

quite sure whether there may not be some need to qualify the sentence about

equality of treatment.

MRHAWKINS (USA): I think the difficulty here is going to be the difficulty

of getting the same degree of precision as regards preferences and state

trading as you have in regard to tariff preferences. For example .(I do not

know whether this is a fact or not, but it is just to illustrate my point),

if a country as of now has a general policy of giving preference to purchases

in some other area (it is olny a broadly stated policy and it does not say

how much it gives, and there is no mathematical principle involved), how

are you going to make that subject to negotiation in the same way as you do tariffs?

6.
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How are you goingtomeasure any residue that is leftafter the

negotiations have taken place? I have some doubt whether you can

apply it.

THE CHAIRMAN: You are thinking of cases where at present preference

is given not by tariffs but by quotas?

MR. HAWKINS: A country may just prefer to make its purchases in some

particular country, and it may be prepared to pay quite a bit more,
without saying how much more, to---

MR. JOHNSEN: That would be inconsistent with this article, which says
that it shall be guided by commercial considerations.

MR. HAWKINS: That clause would preclude any preference in purchases.

MR. JOHNSEN: Preference of the muture you suggest.
MR. HAWKINS: What you are trying to do is to qualify that in a way

analogous to the manner in which tariffs are treated. My question

is whether you can do it. Even though the principle may bethe

same,are you able to get the same degree of. precision as when you

are dealing with tariffs, where you have to specify margins of

preference?

THECHAIRMAN: That is true of all state trading provisions, that their

exact observance is harder to check than that of provisions about

private trading, but that is more or less inevitable in dealing with

any subject in a new field. I should have thought that as far as

laying down terms are concerned, where one probably cannot be fairly

precise, the general principle should be to go by analogy with your

rules for private trading, as far as possible, while recognising that

it may be more difficult to keep a check on their exact observance.

MR.JOHNSEN: I think the next sentence in the Article really covers the

situation. It says that any member interested is entitled to ask

for information as to the procedure followed.

7.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I can see some- difficulties here. If we assure that

be
Article 19 goes through, you would/bechanging over from preference
which had been given purely by quotas or partly by tariffs and

quotas, to the state trading system, and you would have the question

of what was the equivalent of a pre-existing quota preference,

which obviously is difficult, but I do not think it affects the

point .we are discussing now, that in so far as a preferential
margin given remains after there negotiations, there should be a

saver for them under the principle of equality of treatment.

MR. JOHNSEN: I would support that view. It seems to me you have

got to make some provision in this Article to link it up with the

other provisions not only in regard to tariff preferences and
quotas preferences, but also other forms of preferential treatment.

MR. HAWKINS: I think I couldaccept the view, but I cannot see

how you can implement it. It may be there is a way, I would

suggest thatMr. Johnsen or you, Mr. Chairman, prepare a kind of

statement that might go in here. I cannot see how it would be

worded.

THE CHAIRMAN: I had thought myself that, given for the moment the

rest of this Draft Charter, this, so to speak, was entirely

consistent with it, except in this one respect, thatyou had to

provide in Article 8 for an exception from the Most Favoured

Nation Rule for preferences remaining after the negotiations. You

had to word it a little differently, it is true.Until other

committees of this Committee decide tomake alterations in the

sections of the Charter which refer to private enterprise, I do

not see that there is really any special problem for us to consider,

beyond just introdubcing here a counterpart to the exception from

Most Favoured National treatment which would introduce this

qualification in respect of preference margins remaining after the

negotiations, for the purposes of the state trading rule. Is not

8.
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this rather left at large untill we see what changes are introduced

into: the private trading article as a result of the work of other

MR.JOHNSEN: I think you have got to bring the state trading into

line vrith private tradïi& in respect of preferences or discrimination.
mr. hawkins; I am quite agreeable to that. It is a question of how

you can do it v4thout doinL a lot uore than is intended. It may be

it can be worked out, I am acceptingthe principle subject to its

being stated in some way which is in some degree measurable. Let

be offer a suggestion. It dight be a preference in'state trading

operations not greater than, in effect, the preference would be under

the preference remainig on the product after the tariff negotiations.

That is the araloL-y.

mr JOHNSEN: I think it is always to be assumed that it is just be the

preferences reqaining, after the negotiations. I should have thought

that as long as there was a provision for any member to make

representations and to ask for inforïmation, that would safeguard the

Position.
the chairman : I should have thought so. It would be up to the state

trader to argue that in sizing up the commercial considerations he

had taken into account , and not 'given' undue weight to, the preferential

margins that remained after the negotiations, in the same sort of

way the commercial firm would have regard to differences between

M.F.N. and a preferential tariff. I do not see any difficulty in

principle. I see that it any be a complicated thin to check in

practice, but surely that is common to the whole subject of state

trading.

mr.hawkins: that is not any ponint. It may be we can workthis out.

my question is how you will state this in the draft.

mr. JOHNSEN I should imagine the easiest way would. be to state it

along, comprehensive lines, so that you catch in everythinng,.

9.
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MR.HAWKINS: You mean by that, I take it, that the preference in state

purchases should be preference to a degree not greater than the

preference which would be accorded to private enterprise operations,,

given the margin of the tariff pennissible.

MR. JOHNSEN: Yes, whatever is permissible under any other Articles in

the Charter.-

the chairman: I wonder whether possibly the subject divides itself

into two parts, the first being the counterpart of the preferential

tariff, whch I should have thought it would not be difficult to deal

with as a ,.atter of drafting. The second is such other exceptions

from equality of treatment or most Favoured Nation treatment as may

appear in other parts of the Charter. It is a little difficult to

see just what form of words you need for that until one knows

what other. exceptions there are in other parts of the Charter, On

the other hand, you rdLht provisionally cover them. by some general

form of words. It is no use attemptinga draft here, but I

should have thought that, about the preference margins, the thing

to do would be to base one's text on article 8, as it has now emerged,

adapting. the wording so that references to tariff preferences become

references to state trading; margins,
mr johnsen: There may to quota preferences as well that- might require

to le negotiated.

the chairman:we still have to have our discussion on that, The

quota questions wereleft to a small group to discuss, and-I do not

think the small group has so far met. It is a little difficult to

see just how to deal with that until the group has meet and discussed

't in a preliminary way. On the other hand, we have already a

definite point here which is capable of being. dealt with as regards

the preference margins corresponding to preference tariffs.

10.
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MR. JOHNSEN: ThEn you have quantitative reLulations in regard to the

balance of payments, and any discrimination that might be required

either during the transitional period.or subsequently for particular

purposes, That ;ust be covered. I think that must be provided for

in this article. There should be a link between the two provisions.

There may be other provisions in the Charter as well which require to

tle linked up, and that is why I think it would be preferable to make

any provision here Leneral, rather than to refer to certain things,

mr hawkins: How general would you jake it?

mr johnsen: We will have to have other meetings, I take it, todiscuss

drafts of some of these articles - at any rate, article 27. Perhaps

in the meantme we could have an attempt to formulate so something.
the chairmanThe sort of articles that strike. one at first sight as

being ones to which you may need to make a cross reference are, first

o' all, the ones about Most Favoured Nation treatment, possibly the

one about national treatment -- I am rather doubtful about that --

Article 18 about; tariff negotiations, the whole of the quantitative

restrictions section, and then, I think, possibly also the provisions

about emergency action -- Article 29 -- and it may be the anti dumping.

Article. It sounds rather a far cry to suggest that questions like

anti-dumping might affect state purchasing enterprises, but I think

that theoretically they ,might, considering that it is a question of

commercial considerations, such as price, quality, and so on. Suppose

that you got sudden dumping, if it had to observe commercial considerations

absolutely, it might have to take in the dumped consigments. It sound

rather a far cry, but I think it is logical. but there is a prima facie

case for considerinL a cross reference te the article about anti dumping,.

I think, also, possibly the one about emergency action. Perhaps we

ought to think over this further. Shall wé ask the Rapportcur te consider

those points and reflèct further upon them ourselves with a view to

considering them in a further instament of the Report? Can we now

carry the general discussion any further?
11.
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MR.HAWKINS: I think not. I think it would be helpful if the

Rapporteur could get for formulatedany ideas that you Mr. Chairman,

and Mr. Johnson have. I think he mightwant to consult with you

on this.

the chairman: I think the general principle is right, that where you

have exceptions in the sections which relate to private trading,

they should have some counterpart in the state.trading section.

mr TUNG (China): with reLard to article 26, the last timeI referred

to the question of Government 'purchases for public use. In this

redraft I see that there is no exception made to that effect. Could

we take diat into consideration?

the chairman Thank you for mentioning that point. we have now in

articles 8 and 9 a modified version which I think takes an exception

for procurement by governmental agencies of supplies for governmental
use and not for resale. I am not sure whother I have quoted it

textually accurately. I think that is how the revision of article

9 runs, and, there is a cross reference introduced into Article 8

which brings the same exception into it.

12.
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MR. TUNG (China) Has that been done in the Procedure Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR. TUNG (China): I do not understand that. There is a cross-reference in

Articles 8 and 9 to make an exception for Government purchases for public

the chairman . I do not think it speaks of public use, it speaks of govern-

mental use and not for ré-sale.. That I think is the phrase the Sub-Com-

aittee has provisionally adopted.

THE Rqpporteur; I believe so.

the chairman: I think article 8 has been modified to correspond.

mr . TUNG (China): That revision of Article 8 and 9 could be adopted as

amended , I think it is all right. We need not mention it again hero.

If not, however, I wish to make that reservation.A State might buy

steel from abroad, for instance; it is not done for commerical consider-

ations. I give that as an example, and if such a transaction is covered

by Articles 8 and 9 it is all right, if not I should like to have that

phrase inserted, somewhere.

the chairman I am wondering whether one should not have a cross-reference

to Articles 8 and 9, "subject to Articles 8 and 9" or possibly some words

of that kind, because without it we may bring back in the general terms of'

Article 26 something which has been excluded under Articles 8 and 9.

mrTUNG (China), Yes, there should be either a cross-reference to that or

some phrase here - it does no harm to repeat it.

the hcairman: maybe not; it is a question of drafting as to whether wo should

actually repeat the exception here.

- 13 -
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MR. TUNG (China)Wemight perhaps introduce in the second sentence of Article

26, beginning "To this end such enterprise shall..." some such phrase as

with the exception of Government purchases for public use", If not a

cross-reference will satisfy me.

the chairman: Shall we note the substance of the point, if it is agreed,

and leave the precise drafting in the first insatance to the Rapporteur?
Later it may have to be taken in the Interim Drafting Committee.

mr hawkins (United States): It is a rather important point of substance.

taking it out of Article 9, which was the most difficult place to keep it

since it would require that a Government purchaser could net even buy for

its own nationals, it is a little less difficult in'Lrticle 8 where the

obligation is only to apply fair treatment as among foreign suppliers.

that was the purpose in article 8 and now it is out of both of there, and

if we also took it out here the affect is that Government purchases, even

though they might be very extensive, could be made in a flagrantly discrim-

inntory manner. That is a matter of some consequence. I know we have

discussed all that before, and we have resolved thc situation in Articles

8 and 9 by loaving it out, but now----

mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Just how has it been left out of Airticle 8? Do

you rememberthewording?

mr hawkins (United States): It is knocked out of the last sentence of Article
8, and then in Article 9, where it was incorporated by reference te article

8, we have taken out the reference te Government purchases..

the chairman:.was there not a further small verbal change in Article 8? I

think I have it hore somewhere.

THE raporteur I have it hore, and I will read article 8 as revised

.- 14 -
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"With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed on
or, inconnection with importation or exportation or imposed on the
internationaltransfer of payments for imports or exports and with
respect to themethod of lovying; such duties ard charges and with
respect to all rules and formalities in connection with importation
or exportation and with respect to all matters affected by the pro-
vision rolating, to national treatment in A tiolo 9,any advantage
favour priviloge or irrunity granted by any member country to any
product originating in or destinod for any other country shall be
accorded immediately and unconditionally to the. like product
originating in or destined for all othor member countries."

Then the sentence beginning
"Tho principle underlying this paragraph ..."

downto tho end of the sentence is omitted.

MR. HAWKINS (Unïted States): That sentence was the one imposing most. favoured

nation treatment in contracts for public works.

THE CHAIRMAN: Tho change that has been made is affected by the provisions

of Artiolo 9. Those are new words and as I understand then they have the

effect of taking out of Article 8(1) the same area of subject-matter, as

it were, as is taken out under Article 9 by the words "Except lawa and

regulations governing the procurement by governmental agencies of

supplies for governmental use and not for re-sale." So they are taken

out of both those articles; is not that the effect?

THE HAPPORTERUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:Weare then left with the question, then, that having taken it

out of Articles 8 and 9 the general most favoured nation and national treat-

ment provisions, are they to rermain out altogether or are they to be

put in somewhere in the State trading Articles, and if so to what. extent?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): There again I think this raises the question of

linking then up with other Articles of the Charter. The best way to do that

is by some comprehensive provision rathern than a specific reference to

any particular Article..

- 15 -
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MR.HAWKINS (United States): Thequestionseemsto me to bethis: as things

now stand, we have dropped any obligation whatsoever regarding purchases

for Government use. That is dropped out. There is no provision which

limitsin anyway purchasing for government use. The question now is

whether to carry that exomption over into Ârticle 26? I think the article

as redrafted does not contain that exception, in other words, it would

cover---

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It would cover everything.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): It would covor everything, and would provide

for non-discririnatory treatment in respect of Government purchases from

abroad. whetherfor re-sale or for Government use. The question becomes,

whether you want to strike out or qualify this, to eliminate the

application of the most favoured nation provision to purphases for Govern-

ment use.

MR.JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, I think it has to be made consistent with

Article 8.

THE CHAIRMAN: I had the impression that the discussions in theProcedure
Sub-Committee were intended to cover the substance of this question, and

that the logic of the procedure in the Sub-Committee's conclusion was that

these matters of, procurement for governmental use and not for re-sale wore

to be excepted from the national treatment and most favourod nation pro-

visions. I think that the Sub-Committeeimagined that that would be

extended throughout the Draft Charter, but if I understand it aright, the

question is should we reopen the question of substance now?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): That is the point. I gather from the comments

so far that the Delegate of China did not want to reopen it, but wanted to
exclude from the operation of the most favoured nation principle, whether

in Article 8, 9 or 26, the question of purchases for Govornment use.

- 16 -
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MR. TUNG (China): Yos.

MR.HAWKINS (United States): That leaves rather a large gap in this document,

because Government purchases could be extremely extensive and could cover

many millions or hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of purchases for

public works - for power installations and so on. The purchasing Govern

ment can discriminate as between foreign suppliers; it is perfectly free

to discriminate flagrantly. That in affect is what we are saying.

MR. TUNG (China): That may be, but usually such a Government rmust promote a

big loan from outside in order to affect such purchases? In such cases they

are bound to have agreements. If they get a big loan from one country it

may be hard to get one from another country, and in such circumstances it

may be quite impossible for a Government to apply most favoured nation

treatment in its transactions, although of course in principle they should

stick to them.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Was not this question thrashed out in the other

Committee?

MR.HAWKINS (United States): More or less. Ithink it was dropped out of the

other two articles in order to get rid of a troublesome question. Could I

make my point clear? I am not urging that the exact language that we have

here applies, I am only pointing out that is subject asimportant as that

should not be simply ignored. I should be quite content if there were

some provision in very general language to the effect that given all the

circumstances of aparticular case Governments should sèek to afford fair

and equitable treatment among foreign suppliers, and that questions coming

up in this field should be subject to discussion and consultation within

the International Trade Organisation. We shoud have something, so that

it is not entirely blank. I would, even go so far as to say that matters

arising in this field should be referred to or be made the subject of

consultation in, the International Trade Organisation, to the end that the

foreign supplier countries should be accorded, in general, fair and

- 17 -
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equitable treatment in the light of all the circumstances.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would any other Delegation wish to comment on the subject?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think there might be a difficulty in discussing
it with the Organisation if it was a question of holding up contracts.

Subsequent discussion would not be of much avail, and you could not

discuss it beforehand, Any member of course has the right to raise

a question of that nature, under the Charter.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I was nct suggesting advance consultation.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand). Under this allocation of payments clause any

member would. have the right to raise the issue.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I wouldbe content with something even more

general than that, then, just to keep the subject within the competence
of the Trade Organisation, if we could find some suitable language for

the purpose, such as "It shall be one of the functions of the Organisation

to consider questions arising in connection with Governmental purchases
for public use."

MR. TUNG (China): I think the apprehension arises fromthis tern "public

use", but if you have a qualifying phrase "not for re-sale" that will

immediately case it. No Government could abuse that phrase "for public

use and not for re-sale" . If they imported certain articles and sold

them to their own nationals, they could not do that bacause it would be

for re-sale, but they could import for purposes of' public works.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Perhaps this is a simpler solution, so that

we canpass on. I suggest that the Repporteur be reque sted to consider

whether there is any other provision already in the Draft Charter which

would.normally bringthis subject within the competence of the Trade

Organisation, and if 'so, wecould drop the matter,

- 18 -
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THE CHIRMAN: There is one point I should like to mention before we leave

this, and that is in an earlier stage of this discussion I remember that

the United Kingdom delegation did put forward a suggestion that in

this matter of -governmental purchases not for re-sale there should be

a rule that any preferences given should be reasonable, and that was

to be decided as between preferences given to homo suppliers and

preferences within existing, preferential groups. That would I think, by

its use of the word "reasonable" give the I.T.O. a competence to.consider

these questions. As a matter of fact, that amenlment was not further

considered when this proposal to exclude governmental purchases not for

re-sale was passed in the procedures sub-Committee. I am wondering

whether there is any value in our considering that idea of introducing.

some such expession as "reasonablepreferences." Of course, we are

here reopeninga subject which was discussed, and no doubt the proceedings

in these sub-committees are subject to review by the maincommittee

later, so that we are not by any means debarred I take it from opening

the substance of this question again. Irememberthat there was a

paper which we submitted to the Procedures Sub-Committee when this

question was under consideration for the first time, some amendments

to Articles 8 and 9 which were intended to deal with this point. They

suggested the exclusion of goods not for re-sale.Although they intro-

duced a reference to "reasonable preferances" they did make that

suggestion. Perhaps I may 1eave it with the Rarpporteur to look at

that paper and consider whether any useful idea might emerge from it.

Shall we leave the question there, then, for the time being?

Has anybody any other point that he wishes to raise on Article 26, in-

cluding the redrafted text in the Rapportour's report?

MR TUNG (China): Do I undorstand that "state enterprise" in the first sen-

tence of Article 26 morely means those state enterprises dealing with

trading, or whether it also includes manufacturing businesses,. because :

the words "or produces" here would seen to cover manufacturing businesses.
19.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I think the answer to that is Yes - is it not? It does

cover manufacturing as well as trading.

MR HAWKINS (USA): It would apply to a case where the state organization

is a manufacturing organization; it applies only in respect of its

purchases abroad - foreign purchases.

MR TUNG (China): A state trading enterprise engaged in production of

certain articles - but the whole reference will be to purchases and

sales?

MR HAWKINS (US.A): Foreign purchases and sales.

MR TUNG (China): Not to the function of production?

MR HAWKINS (USA): No.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): As I understand it, the Chinese delegate's

remarks would infer that the words "or produces" should be eliminated.

Is that the idea? There is no relationship between the local production

and importation.

MR HAWKINS (USA): No.

MR TUNG (China): I do not understand why the words "or produces" are

put in there, or whether they are intended to apply in the case of

production, or just for purchases and sales involved.

UR HAWKINS (USA): There is no limitation here on what a producer does in

the production field; this relates solely to his purchases and his

purchases abroad, and his only obligation there .is as to foreign -

supplying countries and non-discriminatory treatment. That is all this

relates to.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): You could eliminate the words "or produces"

without destroying the sense at all.

MR HAWKINS (USA): You would not destroy the sense, but if you eliminated.

the words "or produces" then an organization engaged in production would

be perfectly free in its foreign purchases to discriminate among foreign

suppliers, or it might result in that.

MR TUNG (China): Dpos this also imply that a loan should be fairly and

dquitably distributed among other nations?
20.
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